WAC 296-303-02003 Starching and drying machines. (1) Starching
machine (cylinder or box type). Each starching machine, cylinder or
box type, must be enclosed or guarded so as to prevent the operator or
other person from coming into accidental contact with the cylinder or
box while the machine is in motion.
(2) Drying-room fan. Each drying-room fan, any part of which is
within 7 feet of the floor or working platform, must be guarded with
wire mesh or screen of not less than No. 16 gauge, the openings of
which will reject a ball one-half inch in diameter.
(3) Drying tumbler.
(a) Each drying tumbler must be equipped with an interlocking device that will prevent the inside cylinder from moving under power
when the outer door on the case or shell is open, and also prevent the
door from being opened while the inside cylinder is in motion. This
device should not prevent the movement of the inner cylinder under the
action of a hand-operated mechanism or under the operation of an inching device.
(b) Each drying tumbler must be provided with means for holding
open the doors or covers of inner and outer cylinders or shells while
being loaded or unloaded.
(4) Shaker (clothes tumbler).
(a) Each shaker or clothes tumbler of the single-cylinder type
must be equipped with a device that will automatically prevent the
tumbler from moving while the door is open.
(b) The tumbler must also be enclosed or guarded so as to prevent
accidental contact by the operator or other person while the machine
is in motion.
(c) Each shaker or clothes tumbler of the double-cylinder type
must be equipped with an interlocking device that will prevent the inside cylinder from moving when the outer door on the case or shell is
open and will also prevent the door from being opened while the inside
cylinder is in motion. This device should not prevent the movement of
the inner cylinder under the action of a hand-operated mechanism or
under the operation of an inching device.
(d) Each shaker or clothes tumbler of the double-cylinder type
must be provided with means for holding open the doors or covers of
inner and outer cylinders or shells while being loaded or unloaded.
(5) Exception. Provisions of (3), (4)(a), (c) and (d) of this
section must not apply to shakeout or conditioning tumblers where the
clothes are loaded into the open end of the revolving cylinder and are
automatically discharged out of the opposite end.
[Statutory Authority: RCW 49.17.010, 49.17.040, 49.17.050, and
49.17.060. WSR 17-18-075, § 296-303-02003, filed 9/5/17, effective
10/6/17; Order 74-18, § 296-303-02003, filed 5/6/74.]
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